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Using a Fourier transform and coordinate transform, the space-time cross-spectral density
function, which is often used to represent spatially varying seismic motion, is derived from
a general frequency-wavenumber power spectrum model. Although the existence of a
dominant wave component is not assumed, the resultant cross-spectrum model becomes
the same as the one proposed by Loh. Hence the Loh's model is found to be applicable to
express general stochastic wave fields.
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istics of stochastic seismicwaves. Consider that the
FK power spectrum model is given by some
Ground motion observed during strong earth- theoretical considerations or by dense array
quakes varies both in time and space. Spatial observations. Note that, however, the direct
variation of seismic ground motion is one of the modeling of the FK spectrum from the observed
important issues to consider in the seismicdesignof one is not so common because the observed FK
spatially extended structures. To express such spectrum is sensitive to the weighting scheme and
spatially varying seismic motion, the space-time the layout of the array.
cross-spectral density function is often utilized.
Assuming a space-time process is stationary in
Loh' and Harichandran and Vanmarcke2)proposed time, homogeneous in space, and ergodic in both,
models of the cross-spectraldensity function based three-dimensional (3 D) FK spectral density funcon the recorded accelerogramsfrom the SMART-1 tion S(k, f) is considered for wavenumber vector k
array in Taiwan. Both models assume the existence
=[kx, ky]T
of a dominant wave having a propagation direction
S(k f)=Sa(f)A(k[f)
(1)
and velocity.
where S0(f) is the point power spectral density
The frequency-wavenumber (FK) power spec- function and A(klf) is the normalized conditional
trum is an alternative way to represent spatial wavenumber spectrum at frequency f. From the
variation of seismicground motion. Because of the definitions of the FK spectrum and the power
Wiener-Khintchinerelationship between the cross- spectrum, the variance 02 of the 3 D process is
spectral densityfunction and the FK spectrum, it is given by the integration of S(k, f) over k and f and
actually equivalent to use either expression. An by the integration of So(f) over f. Thus, the
advantage of using the FK spectrum lies in the fact integration of A(kLt) over k becomes unity
that it can be directly employed in the simulation of regardless of frequency f. The plots of this
stochastic waves3),4) Hence, analytical modeling of wavenumber spectrum A on k1-k5 plane are often
the FK spectrum5). 6) is also very useful.
shown for array records and referred to as the FK
This paper aims to demonstrate the meaning of spectrum.
the cross-spectrum model proposed by Loh from
To model this wavenumber spectrum in the twothe viewpoint of the FK spectrum. In this stage, the dimensional wavenumber space, two more coormodel is shown to be applicable even to cases dinate systems shown in Fig. l are introduced for
where no dominant wave exists.
convenience. The first transformed coordinate
system k*=[kx, ky] T can be obtained by the
2. MODELING
OF FREQUENCYrotation of the original coordinate k by angle coo:
WAVENUMBER
POWER SPECTRUM
k*=Tok
(2)
where
T5
is
the
two-dimensional
coordinate
The frequency-wavenumber (FK) power spectrum can fullydescribe the second-ordercharacter- rotation matrix. The second coordinate transform
is the shift of the origin from point 0 to point P in
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1. INTRODUCTION
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where ko and ko denote the position of the origin P
of k' coordinate in terms of the respective
coordinates.
The centroid of the 2 D wavenumber spectrum
A(k f) usually locates in some distance from the
origin 0. Hence, the model can be expressed more
simply in the k' coordinate than in k coordinate as
A(kf). The centroid of the wavenumber spectrum
model is not necessarily a dominant peak. A rather
flat shape of the spectrum is acceptable. This point
simply represents a wave component having
apparent velocity co and azimuthal angle eo as
follows'
(4)
Hence, this model can involve various wave
components having different apparent velocities
and azimuthal angles at frequency f. Note also that
both co and Bo can be functions of frequency.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the two angles, cooand Bo,
may be different. In such cases, however, the
direction of wave propagation and the principal
axis of wave coherency become different. Since it is
difficult to explain such a state for a plane wave in
homogeneous soil media, coo=eo may be assumed
in modeling.
3.

SPACE-TIME
CROSS-SPECTRAL
DENSITY
FUNCTION
DERIVED
FROM FK SPECTRUM

The frequency-wavenumber power spectrum can
be directly applicable to the simulation of stochastic waves. However, equivalent but different
representations of the second-order statistics are
also often utilized. Because the three-dimensional
FK spectrum, S(k, f), is a function of two
wavenumbers and frequency, several versions of its
Fourier transform exist. If a two-fold Fourier
transform with respect to the wavenumbers is
taken, the space-time cross-spectral density function, C(f),
can be obtained:
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f)exp[2zciek]dk

(5)

where = [fix, y]T is the separation vector. The
cross-spectral density function C(f)
is generally
complex. Note that when the FK spectrum S(kf)
is quadrant symmetric with respect to wavenumber
axes, kx and k0, C(f) becomes real. But that is an
impractical assumption when propagating seismic
waves are considered.
For the FK spectrum model defined by Eq. 1, the
analytical Fourier transform can be carried out. To
do this, k* coordinate in Fig. 1 is used instead of k
coordinate. The corresponding space lag vector is
also replaced by*=[x,
K]T, which can be
obtained by the same coordinate rotation in Eq. 2.
It is rather obvious that Eq. 5 is also valid for other
Cartesian coordinates. Thus, the following relationship exists for the set of wavenumber vector
k* and space lag vector *:
C(e*, f)=IS(k*,

f)exp [27rie*k*]dk*
(6)

The coordinate translation
given by Eq. 3 is then
introduced in Eq. 6. Replacing k* by k'+ko
and
considering Eq. 1=*
and dk'=dk*
give:

C(e*,f)=IS(k*,

f)exn[2xi*(k+k)1dk*

=So(f) I A(k'f)exp[2rrik]dk'
X exp [2rci'

ko ]

(7)

The integral on the left side of Eq. 7 is the twofold Fourier transform of A(k' If. Hence, the
following frequency-dependent spatial correlation
function, r, can be obtained:
r(f)=IA(kf)exo[2nik]dk
This integration

becomes

(8)
a real

value

if A is

quadrant symmetric with respect to kx and ky axes.
The last term on the left side of Eq. 7 is a complex
number which reflects the phase difference between two points with the separation
Considering the relationship given by Eq. 4, this term can be
rewritten
as an ordinary plane wave equation
having speed co:

(9)
where ao is the directional cosine vector of ko and
indicates the wave propagation
direction at the
centroid of the wavenumber spectrum. Note again
that both ao and co can be frequency-dependent.
Substituting

Egs. 8 and 9 in Eq. 7 gives:

(10)
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This equation is actually the same as the one
proposed by Loh1). But in this study, the existence
of dominant waves was not assumed. It was simply
derived through the coordinate transform and
Fourier transform of the FK spectrum. Hence,
Equation 10 can be valid in general wave fields
having various wave components in one frequency;
r(Qf) indicates the spatial wave coherency and the
exponential term the phase delay due to wave
propagation. It is interesting to observe that the wave
coherency is still separable from the wave propagation direction and velocity. for general wave fields.
4.

EXAMPLE
OF CROSS-SPECTRAL
DENSITY
FUNCTION
FROM FK
SPECTRUM

Consider that the wavenumber spectrum is
modeled by the following anisotropic exponential
function using the k coordinate:

(11)
where
of

ax and ay are parameters
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Density
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Model
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This function is real and symmetricwith respect to
the two separation distances.
At a fixed frequency, the cross-spectraldensity
function, C(f), is calculatedfor unit S0(f)value and
assumed apparent velocitycoand azimuthalangle Bo.
Fig. 2 shows the absolute value and phase angle of
C(f) whileFig. 3 plots the real and imaginaryparts
of the same value. In both figures, the target
azimuthal direction can be observed. The apparent
wavelength(Lw=1/Iko=co/f)can also be observed as
the distancecorrespondingto the phase differenceof
2 r in Fig. 2(b) or as the separationbetween the zerocrossing lines in Fig. 3(d).
It is very interesting that although the original
wavenumber spectrum contains seismic waves of
various propagation directions and velocities at one
frequency, the phase of the cross-spectral density
function is that of the plane wave with constant
velocity for the frequency. This fact supports the
assumption of the existence of a dominant wave
component for each frequency so long as an
appropriate spatial coherency is considered.
5. CONCLUSION
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This paper highlightedan analyticalderivation of
the space-time cross-spectraldensity function from
the frequency-wavenumber(FK) power spectrum.
Applyinga two-stepcoordinatetransform and a twodimensionalFourier transformto an assumedgeneral
FK spectrummodel, the correspondingcross-spectral
density function was analyticallyderived. Although
the existence of a dominant wave component for
each frequencywas not assumed,the resultant crossspectraldensityfunctionbecame the same expression
as the one proposed by Loh. This fact validates the
applicabilityof the Loh's model to general wave
fields. Since the FK spectrum and the cross-spectral
density function constitute the Wiener-Khintchine
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FKス

ペ ク トル で モ デ ル 化 さ れ た 地 震 動 の 空 間 変 動 特 性
山 崎 文 雄 ・Turgay

TURKER

フー リエ変換 と座標変換 を用いて, 一般的 な振動数‑波数 スペ ク トルか ら空間‑時間相
互相関関数を導いた. その過程で支配的 な波動の存在を仮定 しないにも拘 らず, 求め ら
れ た相互相 関関数はLohの 提案 した もの と同 じに なり, このモ デルが一般的 な確率波
のモデルである ことを明らかに した.
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